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QWER-Chat Free Download is a messenger that will let you communicate easily without using any server and/or Internet
connection. For that reason it's suitable for the use on small LANs. QWER-Chat permits private communications, see users state
on the list, change of your state ("Online", "Busy", "Away", "Invisible"), ring ["BUZZ"] to call the desired user, avatar
management and many other fun features. QWER-Chat FAQ: If you have some questions, post them at You can also post them
via e-mail at support@qwer-chat.org and/or send them to me. Dedication: Thanks to all people that have made this possible,
without this I would not have the time and energy to do this. I love to thank all QWER-Chat users, I love your ideas and I love
your answers. And last, but not least, I love you all! Thank you very much for your interest in QWER-Chat! Re: QWER-Chat is
beta 1.0 Hi, QWER-Chat is the best messenger I have seen. My friend came to use it and he liked it, but he said that it is not
working sometimes. The developer answered to me that is beta version and it is the most probablity to have some bugs. Re:
QWER-Chat is beta 1.0 Hi, QWER-Chat is the best messenger I have seen. My friend came to use it and he liked it, but he said
that it is not working sometimes. The developer answered to me that is beta version and it is the most probablity to have some
bugs. Re: QWER-Chat is beta 1.0 Hi, QWER-Chat is the best messenger I have seen. My friend came to use it and he liked it,
but he said that it is not working sometimes. The developer answered to me that is beta version and it is the most probablity to
have some bugs. QWER-Chat is the best messenger I have seen. My friend came to use it and he liked it, but he said that it is
not working sometimes. The developer answered to me that is beta version and it is the most prob
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This is the first of two versions of QWER-Chat Free Download. Version 1.0 is a fully functional messenger, it uses the classical
server and connection setup. To get new features, please wait a few minutes and then restart the application. Its successor, QwerChat v2.0, is an easier to use, less demanding and powerful version of the first QWER-Chat, and fully functional without server
or connection to the internet (firewall enabled). Improvements of QWER-Chat v2.0: Possibility to add more than one account
Better contact list Change your status online to OFFLINE if offline! Restrictions: QWER-Chat V2.0 will work on the first 4
users of QWER-Chat 1.0. For other users QWER-Chat 1.0 will be the ultimate, more powerful messenger. Download: QWERChat 1.0 QWER-Chat 2.0 QWER-Chat - Add-On QWER-Chat Script QWER-Chat - Beta Script What's new in 1.0: QWERChat v1.0 is a fully functional messenger that provides the basic features of any other messenger, namely: personal messages
and statistics, it's easy to integrate. You can create new users or edit a user list. If you press the button "Online" all users states
will be updated and you're now "Online" (no need to press the button "Online" again). If you press the button "Offline" all users
states will be updated and you're now "Offline". Qwer-Chat 1.0 comes with an easy to use management of users contacts. You
can assign multiple contacts to one user. Just use the button "Contacts" (at the bottom) and you will see all users contacts list and
you can choose which to check their online state. Users state will be updated automatically in the list. You can assign contacts to
the users. Just click on the button "contacts". The list will be expanded and you will see that a user is assigned to multiple
contacts. You have the possibility to call the user, see all of his contacts and the status of all his contacts. You can add multiple
users to your favourites. You can have them active all the time or just when you click on the button "Favourites". Also, it is
possible to manage your 09e8f5149f
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A very simple messenger for group communications in the LAN. To request a license, please send me a mail with "request
QWER-Chat license" in the subject of your mail. Change the MAC address of an existing user: QWER-Chat can receive
messages from any address if the MAC address of the user changed. The user can change the MAC address by clicking on the
entry "Change MAC address" in the user's profile. Send messages to a user without his internet address: It's possible to send
messages to a user without his online address. Use the same rule as for the "Send message if the user is offline": Make sure that
the user state is set to "Offline". Reset the states for a user: When a user presses the "Reset states" button, the user's states are
reset to "Online", "Offline", "Away", "Invisible" Launch QWER-Chat in your terminal emulator without login: You can start
QWER-Chat without login in the terminal emulator. A shortcut "qwer" to launch the application without login can be added in
your terminal emulator. Change the MAC address on a vnc viewer It is possible to change the MAC address of a user by using a
VNC viewer. In the vnc viewer, run the application (you have to double-click on it) and click on the "Edit" icon located on the
icon bar. Then select the MAC address of the user and click on the "Add" button. The MAC address of the user is now changed.
You can then send messages to that user by entering his IP in the online window. By default, every time that a user disconnects,
the MAC address is reset. This behavior can be changed in the "Settings" menu. ATTENTION! By default, when you receive a
message, your states are reset to online/offline and the message is printed on the console. It's possible to change this behavior in
the "Settings" menu. If you're preparing a release of QWER-Chat, please include the download of the source code and a copy of
the manual. To do that, I recommend putting my home address in the "Received from" field of your PayPal account or in the
"mailing address" field of your Google account (when you register). For your convenience, you can download the source code
and the manual

What's New in the QWER-Chat?
* CPU-only 1 MB * GUI interface (optional) * Doesn't use server nor the Internet (no P2P) * Fast, works even on small LAN *
Save state (QWER-chat state, number of users, avatar images...) * Can be used by individuals and groups * Easy to understand
and use * English localisation * Active Developers (translation and support) * Compatible with Windows (Windows 95, 98, Me,
2000, XP, Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8 and Windows 8.1) * Windows 32 and 64 bits (Windows 95, 98, Me, 2000, XP, Vista,
Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1) * Linux (KDE 3.0 and KDE 3.5 and KDE 4.3 and KDE 4.4 and KDE 5.9) * Windows
installer (.exe) Enjoy! QWER-Chat Credits: QWER-Chat Changelog: v1.9 (2013-01-08) * Initial release (Fix issues found) v1.8
(2012-11-06) * Fixed issue with hidden and invisible states v1.8 (2012-08-06) * Added support for KDE 3.5 and KDE 4.3 v1.8
(2012-07-05) * Fixed major bugs * Fixed the issue with the home button not working well v1.8 (2012-07-04) * Added support
for KDE 4.3 * Added support for Linux (KDE 3.0, KDE 3.5 and KDE 4.3) * Fixed the issue with the home button not working
well v1.8 (2012-07-02) * Updated Linux (KDE 3.0, KDE 3.5 and KDE 4.3) installer v1.8 (2012-06-11) * Made "include images
on startup" option more easy to understand * Added icon for the "avatar list" * Added icon for the "status list" * Added code to
maximize messages window v1.8 (2012-06-05) * Fixed the issue with the home button not working well v1.8 (2012-05-31) *
Added linux (KDE 3.0, KDE 3.5 and
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System Requirements:
• Minimum Requirements: Intel® Core™ 2 Duo processor (EM64T or better) with a clock speed of 2.2 GHz or higher and 2
GB of RAM • Recommended Requirements: Intel® Core™ 2 Quad processor (EM64T or better) with a clock speed of 2.4
GHz or higher and 2 GB of RAM • OS Requirements: Windows® 7, Windows® 8, or Windows® 8.1 64-bit (64-bit only)
[9/7/2014] Important Note: This version
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